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                      Baby- Friendly Hospitals Request for Proposals (RFP) 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
 
 

1.  What is the expected number of applicants? And how many awards will be awarded? 
First 5 LA expects to enter into contract with eligible hospitals. In order to qualify for this RFP, 
applicant hospitals must be a current First 5 LA Welcome Baby grantee, not be a current or 
past First 5 LA Baby-Friendly contractor, and not have achieved Baby-Friendly Hospital 
designation. 
 

2. The grant begins mid fiscal year. Is the budget expected to be for a 12 month or 9 
month period? 
As indicated in Section IX. Required Documents- Detailed Budget, First 5 LA is requesting a 
budget for a 42 month period.  
 

3.   What is the total grant amount? 
The contract amount will be determined through negotiations with the selected applicants and 
First 5 LA. 

 
4. The document that is a written commitment to maintain Baby-Friendly designation 

cannot be approved by the hospital board as they are dark now. Their next meeting will 
be scheduled September 29. If we are awarded the grant, I can complete then, unless 
you’ll accept the document without official board approval, but with our CFO or CEO 
signature instead. They are both on the authorized signature page. 
RFP has been updated to address this scenario. If applicant is unable to obtain Board 
commitment prior to the deadline of this RFP, an extension may be granted. In order to be 
considered for an extension, please submit a request outlining the timeline to obtain Board 
commitment in place of the Commitment to Achieve and Maintain Baby-Friendly Hospital 
Designation Form via the online application system. 
 

5. On the webinar (as well as RFP) part time positions are alluded to. We are considering 
hiring two FTE staff to complete our process. Is this an issue? 
First 5 LA will take various factors into consideration when hospitals request full time 
positions. Determination and allowances for full time positions will be based on the hospital’s 
relative need.   Applicants proposing full time staff will also need to address sustainability of 
Baby-Friendly work, practices and policies upon completion of program funding. 
 

6. Is our tracking number potentially our grant number? Is that the number I should use in 
the agreement number boxes? 
No, a tracking number is not a grant number. The agreement number boxes should be left 
blank.  
 

7. I think I missed it during the presentation, but when is the deadline to submit the RFP? 
The deadline to submit a completed Baby-Friendly Hospital RFP is Monday, August 10, 2015. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


